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Modern education incorporates strong elements of
collaborative learning: activities that prompt students
to collaborate on completing learning tasks. In this
work we investigate the relationship between media
type and student collaboration and attribution patterns
during collaborative content creation. We run similarity
analyses on text and video artifacts submitted by
students as part of collaborative exercises in an
undergraduate module. Our main finding is that the
same cohort of students was significantly more likely to
attribute non-original content to its sources when
authoring text compared to video content and when
this content is not produced by a peer student. Our
preliminary results based on only two media suggest
that media type has a considerable impact on student
collaborative behavior. We conclude that media type
must be taken into consideration when designing
collaborative learning exercises and addressing issues
of academic integrity and copyright infringements.
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Introduction
Digital media has led to the emergence of participatory
culture where people are habitually “shaping, sharing,
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Side Bar 1
Meta-data from the video
production tool
Results of student
participation in collaborative
video creation task*:
- 1566 clips shot in total;
- 614 clip uses (including
repetition);
- 140 final videos submitted
for assessment;
- In total 36 (out of 48)
students contributed to the
clip creation in the system
(uploaded at least 1 clip);
- Clips of 17 authors were
used in the edits by 36
other students.
The analyzed data
comprised: i) for each
uploaded clip: id, author,
time of creation, length,
practical session id, path;
ii) for each created edit: id,
name, author, description,
path, time of creation,
practical session id, number
of clips used, clips ids.
*The tool had performance
issues, so not all students in
the class preferred to use it.
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reframing, and remixing media content” instead of
consuming preconstructed messages [4]. This has
made it important for university students to acquire
soft skills such as communication, collaboration and
digital literacies on top of solid core subject knowledge.
To encourage this development, modern education
incorporates elements of collaborative learning with use
of social technologies that promote peer-learning and
community building along with improvement of learning
outcomes [5]. However, this also leads to blurring
boundaries between acceptable (and/or encouraged)
collaboration and academic misconduct [6]. This is
similar to the issues of copyright infringement in online
content creators and “remixers” communities which are
attracting interest of CSCW researchers, e.g. [1–3].
Understanding student collaborative behavior can
inform the design of collaborative pedagogies to exploit
their full potential while steering students away from
copyright infringement and plagiarism. In this work we
present our first results of investigating the relationship
between media type and collaboration/attribution
patterns in collaborative learning activities.

Study Setup & Methodology
The study took place within a 3rd year undergraduate
module on Ubiquitous computing at a university in the
UK. The class comprised 48 students (83% male).
Students were asked to give their consent for the
results of their coursework and records of the creation
process of these works to be included into the study. 31
out of 48 give their consent. Others were excluded from
the analysis of their individual work, but included in the
generalized and anonymized overview of the module.
As part of module assessment students were tasked to:

(i) Use a discussion forum to collaboratively explore
topics for their individual essays to be submitted for
assessment in the form of blogposts. During the
semester instructor asked students to discuss in an
online forum 9 ‘big questions’ on Ubicomp issues (e.g.
‘What has Ubicomp research done for us?’ or ‘Will
privacy matter in a Ubicomp future?’), following them
up later in the class too (one per week). The students
then were encouraged to use these discussions as a
starting point for their individual writings.
(ii) Use a mobile video production tool to collaboratively
document their practical sessions and then by editing
this footage to create for assessment three instructional
videos each explaining how to work with Raspberry Pi.
The production of the video comprised two phases:
1) All students who participated in practical sessions
created short video clips during these sessions to
document their work and uploaded these clips to a
dedicated server. Once uploaded, a clip becomes
available for all other students to see and use in their
own video: students could therefore use clips produced
by their peers. 2) Students then combined shared clips
into edits, to individually create their final videos.

Data Collection and Processing
Data was collected and analyzed with the following
research questions in mind:
RQ1: To what extent do students collaborate (reuse
and remix content) when working with different types
of media production?
RQ2: Is there any difference in student behavior in
regard to fair use and attribution when working with
different types of media?
Our dataset included both qualitative and quantitative
data. The first part of quantitative data included system
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logs from the used video production tool which detailed
the clip production and edit ‘lifecycle’ for all practical
sessions. See side bar 1 for more detail. The second
part of quantitative data comprised ‘view’ data from the
online forum (visitors per page) and text content from
both discussion forum and the final blogposts of the
students.
The qualitative data included semi-structured face to
face interviews with students (30 minutes long; n=9)
and student artifacts (videos and texts). The interviews
were analyzed using inductive analysis. Student
artifacts were analyzed looking at: a) similarities
between materials created by different students;
b) remixing of clips shot by different authors; c) use of
other media (music, pictures, etc. not produced in the
class); d) similarities between the submitted artifacts
and shared materials (clips and forum discussions);
e) attribution patterns.

Findings & Discussion
Collaboration with peers
Analysis of the student submissions revealed significant
amounts of content overlap, as described below.

Figure 1: Screenshots
demonstrating similarities in
videos created by 4 different
students. At least 6 students
have used the same style:
drawing on a board or sheet of
paper around Pi and peripherals
and hovered with their camera to
show them in their videos.

Video - visual similarities in the videos (see Fig.1);
remix of clips from peers: clips authored by 17 students
were used 614 times for trial and final edits by other 36
students; two students submitted work consisting
solely from clips made by other students. In the
interview students said they had informal discussions
with their classmates on how to approach the tasks,
and they liked to see what other students are doing.
It was not possible for us to trace the origin of all the
similarities in videos. However, we could speculate that

students may have seen the work of others among the
shared clips and then replicate the ideas in their videos.
Text – ‘view’ data from the online forum suggest that
students read the forum regularly. There was a
moderate amount of replies and comments in each
forum thread. In the interview students said they liked
sharing things in the forum and reading the discussions
each week in preparation for the class. Moreover, they
stated that they looked at the relevant forum thread
when working on their blogposts. Comparison of
student final submissions with the forum discussions
demonstrates similarities in ideas presented in the
forum and in the blogs by different authors. Often in
their blogposts students used examples and ideas that
were first presented in the forum by other students.
In order to quantify those similarities, we used a
custom software tool to count n-word phrases or "ngrams" that co-occurred in each pair of student
submissions (blogpost vs corresponding forum thread).
Phrases that were double-quoted or attributed to their
sources by other means were excluded from cooccurrence counts. We did not find any evidence of
significant text re-use, which suggests that students
were mainly authoring original text while attributing
non-authored text segments to their sources.
Attribution
We did not find any academic misconduct with regards
to attributing external sources in both types of studied
media. Student gave credits to literature, music,
images, etc., used in their works. However, they did
not credit their peers for anything, except in one case
when a student submitted a remix of video clips taken
completely from another student. Neither in video nor
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text students felt necessary to include any attributions
or acknowledgments to their peers for original ideas,
opinions, examples, methods, etc. In the interview
students mentioned that they believed it is fair to take
someone’s idea from the forum and present it in own
words in the blogpost. By rephrasing the “borrowed”
content in the text it was possible to make it sound
original, however, not all students managed to do so
with the video clips they used.
Sense of Ownership
Data from the interviews suggest that authoring
students tend to feel sense of ownership to their
creations. Several interview participants mentioned
that even if they see something they like in a work of
others, they would not just copy it, they would redo
their own work in order to include the feature.
When asked about their attitude to being copied by
others, students said they would be disappointed to
know that those who copied their work received the
same course mark. One student said in the interview:
“I didn’t come across using someone else’s work
before. It kind of felt like: Oh, I’ve put lots of time in it,
worked really hard on this, and someone could just
take it and submit the same thing and get the same
mark. That felt kind of weird and unfair.”

Conclusions
To answer our research questions we can say: 1) The
students demonstrated a significant amount of
collaboration when working with both text and video
media. 2) We found discrepancies in student behavior
with regard to remixing and attributing different types
of sources and media types of peer-generated content.
This highlights the importance of considering media

types when designing a course based on collaborative
content creation.
Additionally, we see an opportunity for design of new
technology for helping students learn fair use and
attribution, and stimulate good attribution practices by,
for instance, automating the search and crediting of
peer contributions within used social media platforms.
More work is needed to further investigate why students
choose not to credit their peers’ contributions and what
is their understanding of fair use in different media types.
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